PROJECT PROTECT COMPLIANCE
The mission of Las Vegas Sands Project Protect is to protect, lead positive change and provide lasting solutions for the
communities where we operate. Our goal is to ensure that we not only meet, but exceed government regulations and lead
the industry in critical social issues including responsible gaming, money laundering and human trafficking. We are
committed to creating and investing in industry-leading policies and procedures that safeguard our patrons, partners,
employees and neighbors around the range of issues that are unique to our business.

RESPONSIBLE GAMING
Las Vegas Sands has a best-in-class, global responsible gaming program that aims to reduce
gambling risk and improve social safeguards to help our guests make informed choices.
Our program spans ¬five core pillars that are designed to directly reach and help patrons
before a problem develops, including team member training, 24/7 Ambassador assistance,
self-limit options, prominent signage for resources, and partner with organizations that
support this cause. Our Responsible Gaming Ambassador program was developed with
leading experts so we can provide support at the right time. Our program keeps pace with
or is ahead of government regulations in every market where we operate.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
Our program works to keep our environments and communities safe by keeping illegal
activity and the crime that comes with it, out. Las Vegas Sands was in the forefront of
gaming operators to create and significantly invest and innovate in manpower, systems
and technology resources to become an industry leader against money laundering.
Globally, Las Vegas Sands proactively enforces industry-leading anti-money laundering
policies and procedures in ¬five key areas that also exceed government regulations and
lead the industry, including customer screenings and due diligence, transactional controls,
employee training, reporting and recordkeeping.

HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION
Perhaps most importantly, we have a zero tolerance policy for human trafficking in any
form. Las Vegas Sands has a multi-layered, proactive and reactive plan to prevent our
properties or patrons from being involved in human trafficking that includes strong
relationships with local law enforcement and comprehensive surveillance and security
measures. Our policy applies to all LVS businesses, team members, agents, contractors,
subcontractors and suppliers worldwide and corresponds with international standards and
national human trafficking laws in all jurisdictions in which we operate.

Las Vegas Sands takes our responsibility to those who visit, work for and do business with us seriously, and that is manifested
in Project Protect, and our stringent and vigilant responses in these critical areas.
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